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High power switching converters, high current opening switches, and 
other p.lise merle ~ting devices often store energy in unwanted fonns 
such as voltage spikes or residual energy stored in an inductor or 
capacitor. Usually, these problems are solved by simple transient 
e nergy absorbing (transorb) devices like inductive-capacitive 
suppression networks, seliniun\ thyrectors, or ceramic metal oxide 
varistors. Transom devices either dissipate the excess energy as heat 
or return the energy to the circuit by resonance. Dissipative transom 
devices must tolerate and. rapidly remove the heat ackIed. wtsl operating. 
Feoent work at -CerarnPhysics and Cilio state University has shown that a 
new ceramic metal oxide varistor (ZnO cryovarlstor) has a high thermal 
""""'ctivity and enthalpy at liquid nitrogen t~tures rn K), yet, 
unlike other varistor material, retains the characteristic back to back 
Zener diode I-V relationship at 80 K. Measurements show that the 
thermal conductivity of the new cryova.ristor has a maximum value of 
0.65 " / em/ K at 80 K and a value of 0.24 " / cm/ K:rt 320 K. The enthalpy 
of ZnO ceramic was determined to be 1186 J / an at 80 K, with an upper

3adiabatic limit of 1215 J/cm . Computational analysis ~ho"",s that a 
variable-range-hopping model can explain the small temperature 
dependenoe of the prebreakOOwn OC>rlCI.lctivity. 

Intrcduction 

Zinc-oxide varistors have been used as shunt overvoltage and series 
~ protection devices because of their obility t o obsOID lazge 
energy transients. ",.. ZnO varistor was cIBvel.oped in Japon in 1969[1] 
and has been available in the United States since 1972[2]. ZoO 
varistors are use commercially in awlicaticr.LS rarqing from silicon
ccntroled rectifier (~ vo1tage ~sors to lighting arrestors for 
utility power systems. Some of the more exotic BFPllcations rep::>rted 
in the open literature inc1txie a high current pulse I..EC cirorl.t, where 
the R ~s a non-linear res~stor (varistor) [3), and a.s a nuclear 
electromagnetic p.lloe (EMF) suwressor [4]. 
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The zno varistor is simply a non-linear resistor produoed by sintering 
ZnO arrl using ad::iitives such as Bi, Co, Prl Mn pressed together to form 
a device which has an I-V curve similar to two back-to-back Zener 
diocies. '!he I-V relation of a varistor is given by the equation, 

1= K va (1) 

where K = material =tant 
V = voltage rating 
a - slope of the I -V cmve defined by, 

a = d(ln(I)) /d(ln(V)) (2) 

The value o f the I-V slcpe constant depends (X'l mlrterial prq:ert.iesl bIt 
is typically 20 to 40 at room. temperature. 

The teIrperature dependence of the I-V 0J..tVe for c:ommercially avai~le 
Zno varistors was studied by Philipp and Levinson in 1977 [5] and 
1978 [6]. The ZnO demonstrated a characteristic Zener diode behavior at 
320 1<., but aJ.so demonstrated a flatten I -V curve at 77 K. PhiliW and 
Levinson concluded that a twmeling process best described the 
o::o:h.1ctioi'1 prooess at breakdown. Gupta devel oped a new composite of 
ZnO ceramic varistor and prcposed that a defect model could explain the 
nonlinear behavior of the new CCl!\'qX)site material. Gupta and. Lawless in 
1986[7] reported on the thermal properties of pure Zno and the new 
composite ceramic ZnO varistor at c::r:yogeni.c temperatures between 1.7
25 K. Gupta and Lawless concluded that the specific heat 
characteristics of varistor ZnO was the same as pure ZnO. 

The electrical breakdown field strength of Zno varistors ~ va~ 
betw~ 1 to 3 kV/cm, and current densities range from 10- to 10 
A/cr:n in the breakOOwn region. Usually a varistor is viewed as an N
type semiconductor with high resistivity boundaries separating the 
semiconducting ZnO grains. Estimates of the ~istivities of the grains 
and the grain boundaries are about 1 and 10 ohms-em, respectively. 
The N-type ZOO grains deplete the boundary region of electrons, 
establishing a voltage drop =s. the grain boundary when an external 
voltage is applied. This barrier voltage of the order 2 to 4 V per 
grain boundary. 1.be unusual. electrical prq:ert.ies of the ZnO varistor 
arise from the barriers at the heavily doped grain boundaries. The 
c:ryogeru.c studies of Philiff and ~ measw:ed current densities of 
ZnO at 77 K as low as 10- A/cm in the breaJa:bwn xegicns, cx::acl00ing' 
essentially that no insulating prebreakdown regioo existed.. 



Cryovaristor Behavior 

Recently, W. N. Lawless and C. F. Clark of CeramPhysics, Westerville, 
Ohio, and B. R. Patton and F. S. Kahn of Ohio State University, 
Columbus, alio perfo=ed e><perllnenta.l and theorectical worlc, spooso<ed 
by the U. S. Air Force, to measure and understand the electrical and 
thermal properties of ZnO varistors at cryogenic temperatures. The 
material they oelected was the ~ite deveJ.q;>ed by T. K. QJpta. 

CeramPhysics and Chio state disoc:tV9l."ed. the varistor material fabricated 
by Gupta displays a markedly different behavior at cryogenic 
tempera tures compared to conventional varistors. The electrical 
prcyert.ies .reveal an extended switching plateau with a pre-breakd:>wn 
region which is not activated arxi an I-V cuzve which shows only a small 
dependenoe on temperature in ooot:.ra.5t with the findings of Philiw and 
I.evinsc:n. 'llie resistivity in the pre-breakdown region i.nc:reaaes as the 
temperature decreaaes. 'Ihe specific heat of the cryovarist.or has many 
degrees of freedom as compared to pure Zno, while the thermal 
oanciJctinty i. bourrlary limited by the grain size at low tempe<ab.n:es. 
In ad:lition the nan-linear behavior of this varistor is independent of 
a magnetic field up to 100 kG. 

Electrical properties Of Cryovaristors 

The cryovaristor, in the highly conductive region of the I-V curve, 
appears to perform near the percolation threshold for random three 
dimensional. composite systems, that is, t.he! interface material is on 
the verge of forming a connected network througout the material. In 
fact , the cryovaristor must be fabricated close to the percolation 
transistion in order tha t the unique properties may be created. The 
Zno varistor is composed of three distinct regions : the interface 
region consisting of high resistivity oxides, the bulk ZnO grain, and. 
the depletion region approximately 300 A thick on the surface of the 
Zno grain. 

The CXlI1ductivity of the depletion region is extremely voltage dependent 
and the resistivity o:t the barrier changes from a high state at low 
voltage to a conductive state above breakdown voltage. In addition, 
the depletion regj.on coats the zn:> material so that the component. have 
a high oorrelatiOCl. A tW()-COltp:nent coaqx>Site was fabri.cated to mimic 
the behavior of the three-CXl!lIp:uent CXlIllposite at a 8i.nq:>ler level. cne 
experimental condition was at 10w vo1tage, low current when the 
c:x:nilctica takes place ally by 1eakage current through the interface 
material, in whim case, the depletion barriers are ,,:ell below their 
threshold voltage and act as insulators around the Zno grains. The 
insuJ.ating barriers ~ the highly oondIlCtive zn:> grains, so that 
the composite conducts through the interface material as if the 
interface material were filled with voids i.ruJt:.ead of Tn) grains. 

The non-linear I-V characteristic may be calculated using effective 
medium theOl:y. When the voltage drop across the barrier between zno 
grains is below the breakdown threshold for conduction through the 
barrier, the concentration of Zno is too 10w to permit percolation 
conduction through the Zno grains. However, when the voltage is 
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increased above threshold, the depletion region becomes conductive. 
The net effect is to essentially expand the size of the Zno grains. 
Since the material is very close to the percolation threshold as a 
function the compositional fraction of Zno, a small change in the 
effective fraction of the conductive material (ZnO) can have an 
enormous effect 00 the o:xd.lct.ivity of the CX"IT'JfXV'ite material. 

The temperature dependance of the electrical properties of the 
cryovariator deviates fran the generally """'¢ed model of varUtors. 
Measurements show that the resistivity in the pre-breakdown region of 
the cryovaristor increase s weakly as the temperature is decreased, 
which contrast with existing varistors that exponentially vary in 
resistiv:i.ty with decreas.i.ng tempera:tw:e. 

The new theory propose s that cryovaristors differ from ordinary 
varistors in the electrical properties that arise from the ZnO grain 
boundaries. The electronic states in the grain boundary in ordinary 
varistors are CXlOSidered localized states. 1he localized states arise 
.either from the insulating interface material or from the material 
being below the percolation threshold, where the interface material 
OXlSists of finite regions with limited. conduction. Electrons in the 
grain boundaries of the cryovarsistor are able to move and the 
composite exists in a state just above the percolation thre s hold . 
Conduction in the prebraak.cknm region may take place entirely within 
the grain boundary region, hiOOering activation over a barrier, 80 that 
oonduction is not e>q:x:nentially activated. '!be grain boundary material 
has a characteristic ohmic c:xxdlctance in the pre-breakd;)wn regico of 
the I - V 0lrVe. 

The weak increase in resistivity with decrea~ing temperature in the 
grain boundary material is best explained by Mott's variable-range 
hopping theory. According to Mott's theory, disorder produoes rmrlom 
energy level sites an ncn-extendeci state.!! and electrons contribute to 
conduction by hopping from site to site. An electron can hop to 
another B·H:....e by tunneling to the energy level o f that site, with the 
t unneling f1l::obability depending on the ove.l..J.i.ip of the wave functions 
bel.co3"ing to the two sites arxi decreasing ~ially as the distance 
between sites, r, increases. A hcp has to satisfy energy c:c:cservati0l"l, 
thus an e1ect=n can ally hop to another site if the energy differenoe 
between two site.!! is within the thermal enex:gy an el.ect.rc:Cl can acqu:ire. 
'lbs prOOabUity of finding an e<>ergetica.lly favorable state increases 
if the electron can sample many states and thus increases as r 
increases. The val:ue of conductivity can be found by maximizing the 
llofping prOOability with respect to r and solving for the o::n:hlctivity. 
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n,e condllctivity is given by, 
IN 

<1/ <10 - e><p[-(TO /T)~ ) 

.mere C1" ~ carluctivity 
T - tErtperatw:e 
0"'0 and TO are material constants 

The val~ of "0 dete=ined from e>perimental data is given by "0 = 
2.697><10 /ohm-ern at TO 1.57 K.E 

Thennal Properties Of Cryovaristors 

The specific heat data reported by CeramPhysics on the cryovaristor 
indicate the Debye tanperature is e = 400 K as T -> 0 and increases to 
9 = 540 K at T - 300 K. The specific heat below 10 K and above 100 K 
is d~inat~ by defect modes. The density of modes at 100 K is about 
6xlO / cm- and the energy o£ defect formation is O.11eev'3 By 
contrast, below 10 K. the dominant modes have densities of 10 / ern and 
energies of defect formation between 0.7 to 3.5 meV. Over the entire 
range 1.7 to 300 K, the specific heat is understandable in terms of 
simple phonon models such as t-hose o f Debye and Schottky, where the 
specific heat (C) is giveIl by, 

where E 
k 

- energy of defect formation 
= Boltzmans oonst_ 

T 
Cn 

D tetperature 
= Debye contril:mion 

and "0 is a constant in the Boltzrnan relationship, 

n - "0 e-E/kT 

where n is the nurt>er of defects in the c:ryovaristor. 

'Dlermal CXlnductivity measurements were made between 1.7 to 320 K. 'lhe 
thermal ocaductivity had a maxi.:rtum value of 0.65 w/ an/K at 80 1<, and a 
value of 0.24 Ttl/em/K at 320 K. The thermal conductivity behavior is 
similar to that in ionic crystals such as alkalai halides, in which the 
thermal c:x:aiuct.ivity of the law tenp=rrature boundary-limited scattering' 
region dominates the thermal conductivity of the high temperature 
cx:astant specific heat regioo. 

~ AbeO!pti= by a C?:yovari!tor 

'n1e ~ temperature llxiependence of the I -V characteristic of the 
cryovarist.or opens the possihility ot energy absprption at cryogenic 
temperatures rather than at ambient temperatures. The enthalpy 
calculated for the absolut'3 ad; obatic \lfF= bour>::I of energy obsorl:led at 
abso¥e zero is 1215 J/ao.. The enthalpy of the cryovaristor is 1186 
J /cm at 77 K (1iquid nitrogen), and the ambient case is about 612 
J /cm3• The data was ca1culated on a volumetric basis using a mass 

(3) 


(4) 

(5) 
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density of 5.47 g/cm3 . A comparison between the energy absorbing 
capacity of a cryovaristor and a capacitor would demonstrate the 
~rtanoe of the o:yavaristor enthalpy measurements. Starting from 
the energy equation of a capacitor, 

E= 1/2& (6) 

the equivalent Farads/cm3 is given by 

c.- = zrvv2 (7) 

where c.- = Farads/an3 

E" = Joules/an3 

If the voltage were ?50 V, which ~presents a nom~al val.ue, the 
equivalent Farads/em for 1186 J/em is 105,422 uF/em , a very large 
value compared to an advanced filter capacitor with a rating of 0.16

3uF/cm recently prcposed to the Air Foroe[8]. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the proper intet:pretation of the prebreakdown conduction 
is variable range hofping in the interface material. Understanding the 
nature of the grain boundary region is important in determining the 
unique and useful electrical properties of ZnO cryvaristors. 
Determining whether the grain boundary material is amorphous or 
crystalline is important in understanding the material properties. 
CeramPhysics and Penn state University are currently investigating the 
amoz:phous versus crystalline question. 
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